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On Track with Goat Tracks
					

by Larry Robinson

Here we are at the beginning of 2020. For those that weathered the stress of Y2K,
it seems inconcieveable that we are at this point already. But here we are at the
beginning of another year, and that means we can look forward to another great
year of hiking and time with our goats.

For me, I got wintered out and decided on the spur of the moment to journey from
my home in Boise, ID, to Glenwood, NM, where I have snobirded in the past. For a
number reasons, I didn’t get to bring my goats this year as I have in the past, but
nonetheless, I have been able to get in a lot of hiking that would not have been available to me in Boise.
You can take a peek at them here: http://www.boiselarry.com/recents/2020/nm/febinnewmexico.html

We continue to have to fight for access on a number of fronts. Just recently a Letter to the Editor
appeared in the Idaho Statesman, Boise’s Newspaper, from the Idaho Wilderness Society that was so
full of errors and downright falsehoods that it is clear that we will have to continue to fight outrageous
exaggeration, error and myth for the foreseeable future. It is sad that we cannot dialoge on a level
playing field, but throughout our country at the present time, the loudest voice and the biggest lie seem
to prevail. The letter in question is from an individual that is the director of the Wilderness Society in
Boise, ID. He repeats every myth, fable and error that we have been seeing in the Bighorn Sheep issue
for all the years we have been dealing with it. Please write to him and let him know what you think
of his complete and utter lack of knowledge of this issue: craig_gehrke@tws.org You might read my
response after his letter as a guideline.
The most recent need for goatpacker input is in the Clearwater NF, Idaho. The more voices that are
heard, the more chance that we can have some effect on the eventual results. No action is percieved as
no interest, and no interest=no changes. Remember, these land use plans are only changed every 20
years. That is a long time to wait to correct any problems should we allow them to go on without our
imput.

In response to the seemingly almost overnight disappearance of the CD/DVD as a means for
dissemination of printed and music media, Goat Tracks has made the decision to transition to a thumb
drive as the means to send out the archive of Goat Tracks. That will make it considerably easier to
create and send.
Normally I would try to send out this issue close to the first few days of March. I had intended to finish
this issue and send it to the printer before I left my snowbird location in Glenwood, NM. Sadly, for a
number of reasons, it didn’t happen, and I am now finishing it from my home in Boise, ID. Sorry for
the delay, but in a one-person operation such as this is, performance is subject to the vagaries of the
occasions in the life of the editor.

And Lastly: Glenwood, NM, is a place that I go in the winter where I can take my goats along. It is the
Double T Homestead, and there is single horse stall that is fixed so that your goats can be contained.
There are RV spots, and cabins for rent. It is way off the Snowbirders radar, and therefore is far more
affordable than you might expect. Phone: (575) 539-2812, Owner: Polly. I just spent February there and
the RV monthly was $330. There is Wi-Fi, but it is less than optimal. This is rustic to be sure, but the
cabins are clean/friendly. Lots of places to hike in the area. Be sure and call first.
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Thou Shalt Not Kid Thyself…
Last month, I had lunch with Dave Suisse. Dave is in
freakishly good shape, and always has been since I have
known him. Dave told me, “Charlie, I have worked out
five days a week since I was in my 30’s. I am now 70
years old, and can out-hike most people.”

I am now listening VERY CLOSELY. The obvious message
here is that if I want to enjoy the mountains above
10,000ft while in my 60’s, 70’s, 80’s, I need to get in
shape, and STAY in shape!
In the past, I’ve had my share of trips, trying to keep up
with Dave. One trip even resulted in getting Medivac’d
out of the Wind River Range.

Meanwhile, I had a bout with pneumonia and ended up
in the hospital for 6 days. It took months to recover.

Then I was invited to goat pack into the Uinta Range in
Utah in July of last year. We started at 9200ft and ended
up at 10,500ft, 9 miles later. It was like the Bataan death
march for me. No power in my glutes to propel me up
the hills.

So now that I am faithfully doing gym workouts, I have
started to notice that I can do lunges without falling
over. And they are actually starting to feel good! I can
now work out on the stair stepper continually for 25
minutes without stopping.

So yeah, get out there and exercise if you want to
continue to enjoy the alpine air and the gentle breeze
and the quiet that comes at 10,000ft elevation. No roads,
no motorized vehicles, nothing but quiet. And the gentle
bleating of your favorite four-legged buddies.
The payoff? The brook trout are bigger when you hike
14+ miles in from the trailhead. One gets away from the
crowds and the faint-hearted and is able to enjoy nature
at its finest. And while it may be that the black clouds
roll in suddenly laying down driving rains, I will take
that without hesitation. Sure beats being laid up in the
rest home, waiting to die.
So do the lunges, the hikes, the cardio, the weights. You
can look back with a smile and realize that you didn’t
make excuses, and the blessing was many more years in
the mountains that we all love.

Bear River Outfitters
Willard, UT 84340
435-764-1111

I was faced with the stark realization that I ain’t 20 years
old anymore. I am 62, and I am going to have to work at
this every single day.
Soooo... I now hit the gym every morning at 6:00am, and
spend an hour to an hour and a half. Lifting dumbbells,
‘Climbing’ with the stair stepper, and the incline trainer.
You name it. Lifting dumbbells and only using 12-15 lbs
in a vertical raise to build up my shoulders is no small
feat at the moment. What a wake up call. As you’ve
always heard, if you don’t use it, ya lose it,
Harkening back to my youth, I used to be the guy that
attended professional arm wrestling tournaments, and
would destroy guys in their 30’s… and loved doing it. At
the time, I was stacking up to 2000 bales a day during
haying season, as we called it. But how many years ago
was that? 1975, when I was a mere 17-18 years old.

So now that I have been getting my butt kicked in the
mountains, I have to be honest with myself that I am
not a kid anymore. However, I can still improve on my
present situation by hitting the gym every morning to
build up and maintain my strength and stamina. The
sands of time are running out of the hourglass and they
don’t sleep.

$18

ORDER
ONLINE AT
AMAZON.COM
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Land Use Issues

There won’t be any articles in GT vis-a-vis this issue,
but the National Park Service in Grand Teton National
Park was in the process of wasting (killing) all the
resident Mountain Goats in their park (National parks
used to be considered possessions of the people), and
they got their fingers stepped on by the Governor of
Wyoming, in a letter he sent to the Superintendent of
the park.
Sadly it is a little late as they had already had their
killing machine busy enough for them to say that they
had already met their objective. Just like the cougars
killed in the Coronado Mtns in AZ, the killing of native animals here is well beyond a questionable practice. I just cannot countenance killing of animals as a
management tool.

I simply could not believe the article below when I
read it. It repeats every myth and error that we have
been seeing land managers parrot for the last 10 years.
Joseph Gobbells would have loved it.
GT Editor

PACK GOATS

From Letters to the Editor, Idaho Statesman, February 20, 2020
Read more here: https://www.idahostatesman.com/opinion/
letters-to-the-editor/article240534286.html#storylink=cpy

Pack goats offer a useful way to explore Idaho’s
backcountry, but their proponents cannot dismiss the
disease risk goats pose to bighorn sheep. In its recent
efforts to protect resident bighorn sheep from diseases
carried by pack goats, the Shoshone National Forest in
Wyoming cited a bighorn sheep die-off in the winter
of 1995-96 in Hells Canyon that was traced by DNA
fingerprinting to a domestic goat that had recently
been released into the wild. The subsequent die-off
resulted in the death of more than 260 bighorn sheep
in an 8-week period. The disease spread more than 30
air miles and affected six bighorn sheep herds. Closer
to the Treasure Valley, the BLM does not permit pack
goat use in the Owyhee Canyonlands Wilderness Areas
to ensure protection of the resident bighorn populations
from disease transmission. At the end of the day, land
managers need to make sure that Idaho’s bighorns are
protected from the diseases carried by pack goats.
Craig Gehrke, Idaho Director, The Wilderness Society, Boise
Mr. Gehrke

Re: Your Letter to the editor, Idaho Statesman, 2/20/20

While we who hike with these wonderful little animals,
by now are accustomed to seeing this kind of nonsense
parroted from those who are purportedly interested in
‘saving’ Bighorn Sheep (BHS) from these ‘dangerous’
goats, it still never fails to create a degree of stomach
acid when we see it displayed in print and represented
as TRUTH!
In reality, absolutely NONE of the claims you made in
your letter have even have a modicum of validity.
Please note the
request for input
on Page 8. It is important as always
that they hear
from a number of
voices.

1) For any number of reasons, our packgoats DO NOT
pose a risk of disease to BHS. On what do I make that
claim? The testing that Margaret Highland did on 576
goats in the western United States. The incidence of
Movi was so low as to be a statistical irrevalancy. And
further, 90% of the positives were in goats less than
1 year old, a fact that indicates the very real possibility that something else is at work here. The reality?

Cont. Pg6, Col 1
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My goats, as well as over 94% of the goats tested, are
TEST NEGATIVE. I could not transmit Movi even if
my goats were to come into direct contact, and exchange saliva with a BHS. If you don’t have it, you
can’t give it.

2) My packgoats, as are all packgoats, tightly bonded
on me, who they see as the ‘Alpha-Goat’. They want
to be one place, and one place only; with me! Even if
allowed to graze at the end of a long hiking day, they
want to have direct eye-contact with me at all times. If
I begin to move, and it looks like I am going anywhere
outside the main camping location, here they all come,
following me wherever I’m going. They do not want
to be left without their leader. Therefore the chance of
them being in any location where they could interact
with a BHS, is very close to zero.

3) What if I should have a goat stray? Under some
very unusual circumstances, it is possible to get separated from one of your pack companions. What then?
Is there any danger to BHS? No, there still is not. And
the answer as to why not is contained in their original
upbringing. A packgoat is imprinted on humans at an
early age, and socialized to a fault by the breeder, and
subsequently by his new owner. The end result is that
unlike a so-called domestic goat, their brains are wired
to think of a human as their leader, and so when lost,
they DO NOT go looking for a herd to join, they go
looking for another human to attach themselves to.
This has been repeated and documented on a number
of occasions. I have experienced it myself (In a note
of absolute practicality, a goat is NOT likely to survive
long in the wilderness by itself. The predators are expecially fond of a goat as an easy target).
The Shoshone NF Land Use Plan. The Hells Canyon
Die-Off was quoted from the Payette RADT (Risk
Analysis of Disease Transmission). Prior to its inclusion
in the initial Shoshone Land Use Plan, the Shoshone
NF was directed by a Federal Judge NOT TO USE the
Payette RADT as it was flawed scientifically. The fact
that they did use the Payette RADT was grounds for the
lawsuit that we filed and WON against the Shoshone,
and resulted in them having to go back to the drawing
board and the final result was a lot more area open to us
than was originally included in thier plan.
The Hells Canyon Die Off. The Hells Canyon die off
was originally attributed to a feral goat (NOT a Packgoat) that some extremely irresponsible individual had
released into this area and was found to be carrying
pasturella. The conclusion was then ‘leaped to’ that

this goat was the cause of the die off. There has been
a lot of time and even more science that has occurred
since that original event, and the final science found
that the Pasturella species that caused the die-off, was
NOT the Pasturella species that was being carried by
the goat. So the Hells Canyon die-off was not caused
by a goat, Packgoat or otherwise.

The BLM and the Owyhee Canyon Lands is another
issue entirely. For one thing, we are NOT restricted
from the entirety of the Owyhees, but the reason
that we are is because the BHS that is located in the
Owyhees, is the Desert Bighorn, the only one to be actually listed as endangered. Also, when that Land Use
Plan was being formulated, the BLM cleverly published the notices in the Mountain Home newspaper,
hardly the center of population that would have interest in the Owyhee Land Use Plan. So it got through
and into Law without a lot of folks, including Packgoat
folks, ever having the opportunity to comment. So
much for government transparency or credibility.
The Reality? No Packgoat, or in fact, any other
goat has ever been documented as having caused
any of the many die-offs in the BHS herds. There is
absolutely NO justification for keeping Packgoats out
of the woods, especially when it is known that we do
not carry any of the diseases that are know to factor
into these die-offs.

Your Statesman letter only serves to perpetuate the
myths and misinformation that operates to keep Land
Use Managers running-scared of our goats, and to
keep folks out of the woods that need their goats to be
able to gain access.
As it affects me personally, I am a 79yo male. I have
been accessing the wilderness for many years. In spite
of my age, I still manage to clock 200 miles or more in
a given summer. I went to the use of Packgoats in my
late 60’s as I just couldn’t continue to carry a full pack
due to age. My goats are what allow me to continue to
access the wilderness. Take away my goats and I am
through. That would be incredibly wrong at this point
when I am so close to seeing the end of my hiking
years, and given that my goats are NOT a risk to BHS
in any way.
Mr. Gehrke: If you really want to know what you
are writing about, I offer an open invitation to see
the woods along with my packgoats. Any place, any
time.
Larry Robinson
packgoats@wildwisp.com
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4 MILLION ACRES AT RISK!
Goatpackers risk losing or being restricted on the 4 million-acre Nez Perce-Clearwater National Forest!

The Nez Perce-Clearwater National Forests (NPCNF) - 4.0 million acres of beautiful and diverse land, located
in north-central Idaho. From the dry, rugged canyons of the Salmon River to the moist cedar forests of the Selway
drainage to the rolling uplands of the Palouse, the forest offers something for everyone. It is best known for its
wild character. Nearly half of the forest is designated Wilderness.
The NPCNF is currently updating its management plan. The Decision of Environmental Impact (DEIS) has been
published and available for comment until April 20, 2020.
The DEIS proposed wording regarding packgoats states:

FW-GDL-WL-05. New authorizations and permit reauthorizations for domestic goat packing should
include provisions to prevent disease transmission between domestic goats and bighorn sheep.

In searching the current 2012 Plan I found NO permits were required. Thus, ANY authorizations or permits
would be new requirements.
The two items below are also stated in the DEIS and either lump goats in with domestic sheep or may
have the potential to be applied to packgoats:
1.1.2.4.1 Wildlife Species
Bighorn Sheep

The primary reason the bighorn declined is due to their susceptibility to pneumonia after exposure to
bacteria (Pasteurella spp.), viruses (Parainfluenza type-3), lungworm, and stress agents. Sources of these
diseases are generally domestic sheep and goats. Major reductions or total extirpation of bighorn herds
due to pneumonia outbreaks are well documented.
There is not a single study showing packgoats have transmitted any diseases to bighorn sheep.

FW-STD-WL-02. In order to prevent disease transmission between wild and domestic sheep, domestic
sheep or goat grazing shall not be authorized in or within 16 miles of bighorn sheep occupied core herd
home ranges.
This statement could potentially be construed to packgoats. We need to monitor it carefully.

I want to thank every person who has attended the NPCNF public meetings! Your efforts to inform those in power,
reiterate over and over that packgoats are not the problem and back this fact up with data and experience is
priceless.

Nancy Clough attended the meeting in Coeur d’Alene, ID. Kevin Labrum was the wildlife biologist who
was answering questions regarding wildlife. Nancy asked him about the “New authorizations and permit
reauthorizations” wording. His reply was the tribes wanted some type of wording in place regarding packgoats and
he had taken the wording from a different forest plan.
Curtis King and I attended the public meeting on the NPCNF Plan on January 25, 2020. We, too, spoke with Kevin
Labrum, and asked him about the “New authorizations and permit reauthorizations” wording. He said it was
meant to be applied to commercial goatpackers, not individual goatpackers. It is not written in that manner at all
and I am not sure it truly was intended to be. Curtis and I pointed out, once AGAIN, the fact packgoats are not the
problem. We gave him the Best Management Practices (BMP’s) and the NAPgA Summary of Understanding which
summarizes the study done on packgoats and M. ovi..

Kevin showed us, on a map, the area that is covered by the packgoat wording. It is in the southern portion of the
Nez Perce-Clearwater NF along the border with the Payette NF. Again, the actual location affected by their wording
is not described in detail.

Curtis and I also spoke with Cheryl Probert, the NPCNF Forest Supervisor. She will make the final decision
as to which alternative will be adopted. We gave her the Best Management Practices and the NAPgA
Cont. Pg6
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Summary of Understanding which summarizes the study done on packgoats and M. ovi.. I also told her,
as a NAPgA Board Member and goatpacker, I was willing to serve as a subject matter expert concerning
the use and implementation of the BMP’s. This is a term Irene Saphra suggested I use previously when
commenting on a different Forest Plan.

Kevin introduced us to Zach Swearingen, a habitat biologist with the Idaho Department of Fish and Game.
Zach has been on a goatpacking trip! Curtis spoke to him about the possibility of holding a technical
meeting with NPCNF personnel and goatpackers to discuss wording in the plan. This was done during the
Blue Mountains Forest Plan revision process and was productive.
We gave Zach the same documents we gave both Kevin and Cheryl. He said he would share them with
Frances Cassier, who is both a senior wildlife biologist for the Idaho Fish and Game and WSU. She works
with bighorn sheep and their studies, would understand the issues and be a good person to help organize
a technical meeting.
Public meetings will be held through the first part of March. Written comments are accepted until April
20, 2020. Comments on the DEIS are analyzed and reviewed in the development of a final Environmental
Impact Statement (FEIS). The FEIS identifies any needed changes between the draft and final EIS. The
released of the FEIS, Draft Record of Decision and Plan is scheduled to be in Spring 2020 with a 30-day
Notice of Availability.

When you submit a written comment on the DEIS it gives you “standing” to comment on the FEIS. This
can be very important if any negative wording regarding packgoats is included in the FEIS. It gives us one
last chance to have the new Forest Plan includes either no packgoat restrictions.
Here is a link to the current NPCNF DEIS. Please read it and comment. The loss of or restrictions on
goatpacking on 4 million acres is at stake!
Forest plan home page:

https://www.fs.usda.gov/detail/nezperceclearwater/landmanagement/planning/?cid=fseprd682962
DEIS: https://www.fs.usda.gov/Internet/FSE_DOCUMENTS/fseprd684952.pdf
Commenting:

https://cara.ecosystem-management.org/Public/CommentInput?project=44089

I am always looking for folks to describe their goat-travels here in Goat Tracks. I have a lot of my
stories on backlog, but you are going to get real tired of just reading about me! Please consider
sending me a narrative of your adventures. I can edit like mad, but can’t descibe your travels!
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CO Bighorn Sheep Working Group Updates
I (Nan Hassey) have recently been involved with the
Colorado Bighorn Sheep Working Group and we were
recently tasked with reading the 2009 Colorado Bighorn
Sheep Management Plan 2009-2019, which is due to
be updated. We were asked to fill out a survey with
our thoughts on this 90-page document and note what
changes should be made going forward. I was pleased
to see a lot of detail about healthy vs. unhealthy herd
habits, smaller, more isolated populations vs. larger
metapopulations, various migration habits, and the
behavior of native vs. transplanted herds. There was a
lot of good information there about bighorns, which I
think could be very useful for informing management
plans that provide for healthy, thriving herds.
The document constantly refers to domestic “sheep
and goats” as if they are the same species, yet there
are two places where it specifically states that goats
are not well researched and they don’t know if there’s
actually a pneumonia risk to bighorns. I pointed
this out in my comments and would like to see them
remove references to goats unless and until they can
provide scientific research supporting a significant
disease link. Until then, goats should more properly
be discussed alongside cattle and llamas (species this
document mentions very little).

barrage of misinformation, speculation, and outright
lies getting thrown into the discussion. These working
groups inform and influence public policy regarding
bighorn sheep management. If we get involved, we
have a much better chance of informing forest plans all
over the west and perhaps preventing the inclusion of
packgoat bans before they start.
I was recently made aware of a guideline (not legally
binding) in the Colorado Sheep & Goat Hunting Guide
that says “Leave your Packgoats at Home.” Then it
mentions bighorn pneumonia and die-offs. So I called
Colorado Parks & Wildlife and they put me in touch
with a wildlife biologist named Mike Miller. He is not
in favor of bans and told me he would like to work
with NAPgA to remove that recommendation from the
hunting guide and replace it with Best Management
Practices with a goal toward separation and risk
mitigation. For those of you in other states, look up
your bighorn hunting regulations and see if they also
contain language discouraging packgoat use. If so, I
would encourage you to call your state wildlife agency
and see about getting it removed or changed to BMP’s.

I’ve been very encouraged recently and I no longer feel
helpless against the vast tide of misinformation and
prejudice. It turns out we have a lot more allies than we
realized, and a lot of the prejudice is due to ignorance
and the fact that authorities have been hearing only
one side of this story for so long. Dr. Miller encouraged
me to educate and inform as many bighorn sheep
people as possible because he admits that neither he
nor they know almost anything about packgoats. When
there is a lack of information, they default to a ban
because it’s easier than trying to come up with BMP’s
for a pack animal they know absolutely nothing about.
With informed “subject matter experts” on hand, they
are likely to start making more rational decisions and
considering alternatives to bans. Shoshone got us all
thinking there is no hope, but it turns out not everyone
is as resistant to change as the folks in Shoshone.

There are various government agencies and private
sheep grazing stakeholders listed at the beginning of
the document as interested parties. I would like to see
NAPgA included in this list so that goat packers won’t
be left out of future policy discussions. Packgoats
are mentioned twice in the document as a human
activity that impacts bighorns. It states: “...influence
development of new roads and trails, improvements of
existing roads and trails, and uses of all-terrain vehicles
to minimize exposure of bighorns to excessive activities
of people and associated domestic animals (e.g., dogs
and pack goats).” I would like to see that reference
removed and packgoats not be considered as having
Let’s get out there and start educating the policy
any significant impact on bighorns.
There are almost 60 people on the working group’s makers in our states! I can take care of Colorado
mailing list and it turns out I was the ONLY person but I cannot cover the country. If we have even one
who submitted comments by the deadline (so they “activist” in each state it could make a huge difference
had to extend the deadline!). It made me realize how to public policy all over the west. If you feel you are not
important one voice can be. If everyone else is too adequately informed, please visit the resources page
busy or uninterested, we packgoat people may be the at http://www.napga.org/resources/. Look under
squeaky wheel that gets greased. For this reason I’d Legal/Land Use Issues and you’ll find a good bit of info
like to encourage those of you in other states to find to get you started. You can also call and talk to me on
out if there is a bighorn working group you can join. the phone if you need help: 719-489-2732 or email
We may find that this is our best avenue for fighting the nanhassey@yahoo.com
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The following article should give some insight as to
why wildlife biologists are somewhat rabid about the
protection of Bighorn Sheep. I just wish in their pursuit
of a solution to this problem, they would stick to what
is actually known, not continually fall back on myth,
suspicions and outright lies. As demonstrated by Mr.
Gehrke’s letter on Page 5. 			
GT Ed.
‘Not in any kind of control:’
Pneumonia killing Nevada bighorns

By Miranda Willson, Tue, Dec 24, 2019
https://m.lasvegassun.com/news/2019/dec/24/not-in-anykind-of-control-pneumonia-killing-nevad/

From climate change to habitat loss to invasive species,
desert bighorn sheep face a host of threats. But the
No. 1 concern for the official state animal, says Nevada
Department of Wildlife veterinarian Peregrine Wolff, is
pneumonia.

First identified in 2012 as a problem afflicting
endangered desert bighorn sheep across the country,
bacterial pneumonia continues to kill off entire bighorn
herds statewide, said Pat Cummings, a game biologist
for the department of wildlife. While wildlife officials
have a better understanding of the disease’s origins and
how it spreads, the problem persists among Nevada’s
approximately 10,400 desert bighorn sheep.
“It’s not in any kind of control,” Cummings said.

Desert bighorn sheep likely first contracted the
pneumonia-causing bacteria generations ago from
domestic sheep brought to the American West from
Europe. While domestic sheep had already developed
a degree of tolerance or immunity to the bacteria, wild
bighorn sheep were never previously exposed to the
disease, making them more likely to succumb to it.

“These animals have no immunity to the actual bacteria
itself,” Wolff said.

The wildlife department is trying to get a grip on the
problem by surveying all of the approximately 100
bighorn herds statewide, an effort that is expected to be
completed by the end of February, Wolff said. During the
surveys, Wolff and others have collected tissues from
sheep belonging to each herd to identify “pre-disease
conditions” that could contribute to their survival rate
after being exposed.
It hasn’t been cheap or easy, given that staff need to
locate the notoriously shy animals and capture them via
helicopter to collect the samples, she said.
“It costs a lot of money, and it’s almost impossible to get
all of the animals,” Wolff said. “But even eliminating a
few can help make a big difference.”
Through the surveys, biologists and wildlife managers

hope to determine how many bighorns in Nevada have
died from the disease and what percentage are infected.
They also want to understand why some herds seem to
recover while others can be virtually wiped out after
being exposed to the disease, Wolff said.

“One of the big questions and major disease research
focuses is to look at factors within the sheep, within the bug
itself, or within other bacteria involved,” Wolff said. “Also,
what’s happening in the environment? What’s the impact of
the environment on the ability of these animals to either not
get sick, or once they get sick, to maybe rebound?”
Researchers have reached at least one conclusion:
Fatalities are higher in lambs than in rams and ewes.
Adult bighorns that survive the disease seem to develop
immunity to it, which they don’t pass on to their
offspring, Wolff said. Young seem to spread it easily
amongst one another as well, while healthy survivors
will often spread it to other members of their herd or
other herds with whom they come into contact.
“Bighorn sheep, by their very nature, are highly
social animals,” Cummings said. “So they’re routinely
interacting with one another.”

They can also travel great distances, from the Idaho
border to the southern tip of the state, increasing the
likelihood that they sicken other herds, Cummings
added. That’s part of why the disease isn’t concentrated
in particular parts of the state; it has been observed in
herds in the Spring Mountains, Lake Mead, Laughlin and
parts of Northern Nevada.
Hallmarks of the disease include deep chest coughs and
nasal discharge. In some cases, entire herds affected by
pneumonia will die off, Cummings said. Other times,
especially in southern parts of the state, only the lambs
will succumb to the disease.
“We have infected populations that, as years go by,
we have very little lamb recruitment or negligible
recruitment,” he said.

In the long run, that can actually be more devastating than
the herd-wide die-offs, because it allows the disease to
continuing spreading, according to Cummings. Part of the
reason why the disease has persisted could have to do with
the fact that it isn’t guaranteed to kill every infected animal.

“You have some animals that appear clinically healthy,
but they’re shedding the microbes that cause disease,”
Cummings said.

Even though the Department of Wildlife isn’t sure if the
disease is less widespread than it was five or 10 years ago,
Cummings says there is reason to be hopeful. During an
aerial survey this fall, he saw greater lamb representation
than expected in some of the infected herds, indicating that
disease recovery could be on the horizon.
“But it’s still too early to know,” he said.
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From the Training Pen
(The Best of Rex Summerfield)

Basic Training

It was midmorning and as usual the phone was ringing. It
was another goat owner who had a couple of questions.
“Fire away” I said, “do you sedate your goats when
you have to work with them?” Slightly taken back at
the suggestion, I replied “of course not!” Then it began,
a whole series of questions relating to goat behavior.
It soon became clear this poor person’s goats had no
training in any form and were running amuck in the barn
doing what ever amused them at the moment.

feeding treats all fall into the positive reinforcement
category. Unfortunately positive training is often
ignored because most training is reactive; focusing on
problems instead of proactively encouraging the goat’s
good behavior at the same time you are discouraging
its bad ones.
I feel it’s important to interject a note here; Care should
be taken not to give a goat conflicting signals. In other
words, be consistent. Hollering or being irate at your
goats because you had a bad day at work or loving and
petting on them when they were just taking turns trying
to bash a hole in the barn wall is counter productive
and not fair to the goat you are trying to train.

Obviously these goats needed some guidelines. When I
told the owner that, she was skeptical that it was possible
to train a goat to resist what she termed ”normal goat
behavior.” I explained that to have a happy relationship
with any critter, including humans you have to have It’s never too early to start training; in fact it seems
some behavioral guidelines. Simply put, some things are to be much easier to teach younger goats. We start
acceptable and some things aren’t.
when the goats are only a few days old using a simple
On the flip side, we were recently blessed with a visit squirt bottle filled with clean water. It’s hanging near
from a retired couple that stopped by to show off a couple the kid pen at all times within handy reach. Each time
of goats they had purchased several years ago as kids. we approach the pen, the kids crowd the fence hoping
The goats are horned and now weigh well over 200 lbs. for a treat. If any put their feet up on the fence they
It was interesting to watch that even though the woman are squirted in the nose with the water and told “NO!”
was very petite, the goats treated her with the utmost Goats are all individuals and some will learn after a
respect and were very attentive to her commands. They couple of times that they should stay off the fence
obviously loved her very much. I feel the training and while others take a couple of weeks to figure it out.
guidelines she gave them helped mold them into some We also introduce the “back” command at this time
really happy goats. In return for their respect she heaped as well. They are told “Back” in a clear authoritative
voice and those within three feet of the gate get a squirt
on the hugs and kisses.
Training should be proactive, not reactive. For example, to make them back away. We don’t go in until they all
teaching some basic verbal commands to your young comply. That’s not to say they don’t mob us after we
goats so you are able to communicate your pleasure or start into the gate but at least they are learning. By six
displeasure with certain behavior. It is an easy way to weeks they all know putting their feet on the fence or
encourage good manners and discourage displeasing standing inside the three foot barrier when we enter
actions before they become problems. The proactive the pen will result in a squirt of water and corrections
approach also includes thinking ahead and deciding become less and less frequent until one day you realize
what behavior will be acceptable with a 200-pound that they just do what you want with out needing to
goat then not allowing the goat to do it as a kid. Basic squirt any one. What a day! At the same time we have
examples are allowing the goat to jump up on you, chew taught them two very necessary commands; “NO” and
or bite you, push against you with its head, forcibly “Back”. They are used through out the goat’s life for
demand attention, etc. All these are “cute” kid behavior other training and any issues that we may encounter.
but not funny at all when done by an adult. The positive The “No” command is used to stop any negative
reinforcement of their good behavior is also an important behavior and we use it many times when a goat
part of proactive training. Remember the hugs and kisses struggles during hoof trimming or worming. “Back”
mentioned above? Sweet talk, scratching itchy spots and is great for the goats that try to crowd in to watch. You
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get the idea, simple commands with multiple uses. It’s common in some livestock animals, such a sheep and
the first step to a happy balanced relationship with your goats, but she also treats cows and pigs for these stones.
trail buddies.
“There are a variety of treatment options available, from
Acquiring older goats with bad habits will take more
time but all the above techniques have been proven
to work no matter their age. As I have stated before.
Its been my observations with several hundred goats
over many years that any behavior “consistently”
discouraged by you will eventually fade off the goats
list of bad habits.
Happy Trails!

Uroliths in Livestock a Serious Problem

By Margaret Preigh / mpreigh@cvm.tamu.edu, Posted Nov 17, 2019

https://www.pratttribune.com/news/20191115/uroliths-inlivestock-serious-problem
Livestock owners can learn to recognize the causes and
effects of urinary blockages in their animals, particularly
goats.
Water belly, urinary blockage,
stones—uroliths have many names,
but their presence in livestock
animals is a serious condition.
Dr. Evelyn Mackay, a clinical
assistant professor at the Texas
A&M College of Veterinary
Medicine & Biomedical Sciences,
speaks of the dangers of uroliths
and how livestock owners can
recognize the causes and effects of these obstructions in
their animals.
“A urolith is a stone that forms in the urinary tract of
small and large animals,” Mackay said. “There are a
few different types of stones that can form, and they’re
usually dependent on the diet and the location of the
animal. The most common types of stones we see in
Texas are calcium carbonate and struvite stones.“
Made of accumulated minerals, these stones typically
form in the bladder of the affected animal, but can
also originate in the kidney and then move down into
the bladder. If the stones remain in the bladder, they
are largely unproblematic. However, they can become
harmful if they migrate from the bladder into the
urethra, where they cause a blockage.

the less invasive to the more invasive. Once the animal
cannot urinate, it can be challenging to treat,” Mackay
said. “Early treatment is really important because they
can rupture their bladder.“

Symptoms of stones include difficulty urinating, a distended
abdomen, and distressed behavior. Symptoms can vary
widely depending on the circumstances of each case, so
owners suspecting that their animal might be suffering from
a urolith should seek veterinary care promptly.
“Dietary management is also important,” Mackay said.
“Feed a forage-based diet, mostly grass and hay. Water
intake is really important and doing whatever you can
to ensure that your animals are drinking and not getting
dehydrated. It is also best to feed them the minimum
amount of grain, as high-grain diets increase the
likelihood of stone formation.“
She also stresses the importance of waiting as long as
possible before neutering males, as this allows more
time for their urethra to widen. While prevention and
understanding the risk factors for uroliths is important,
Mackay says that the most impactful thing an owner can
do is seek treatment quickly.
“If owners think that their animals have any signs of
a urolith, they should definitely get a veterinarian to
look at it immediately because early treatment is really
important,” Mackay said. “The longer you wait, the
harder it is to get a good outcome.“

Pet Talk is a service of the College of Veterinary Medicine
& Biomedical Sciences, Texas A&M University. Stories can
be viewed on the web at vetmed.tamu.edu/news/pet-talk.

No real goats in this boat: Annual contest held in
Door County

by FOX 11 News, February 7th 2020
https://fox11online.com/news/local/no-real-goats-in-this-boatannual-contest-held-in-door-county

SISTER BAY (WLUK)
-- You may be asking
yourself why would
there be a goat on a
boat?
It’s part of an annual
contest in Sister Bay
called “Ice Out”.

“We see the biggest problems when the stones move into
the urethra in male animals, which either completely
Every year, residents of Door County bet on how long it’ll
or partially prevents them from being able to urinate,”
be before the ice over the bay thaws.
Mackay said.
A boat is attached to a cord, that when pulled stops a
Male animals are more likely to suffer the harmful
clock. All they have to do is wait for the boat to float out
effects of uroliths because their urethras are smaller
far enough to stop the clock.
in diameter. Mackay says that uroliths are also more
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When Leaving Goats at Home, Part 2
Well, gentle readers, many of my best laid plans for
the Irish vacation I mentioned in GT in August went
completely to hell. Despite that, and because I had back
up plans already in place, I was able to take my overseas
trip and the goats did just fine. It did cost me more
money than I had hoped, however.
So, OK here’s what happened.

I had oriented my house sitter in May. Because of this
my written to do list was very brief, since had already
been trained. As I was soon to find out, that was not a
smart move.

I was all set to leave the first week in September. I
contacted some local pet sitter neighbors and my part
time employee to have them pop in occasionally to
check on everything. A 14-day absence from pets and a
homestead with complicated landscaping care is plenty
of time for something to go badly wrong. I didn’t want to
have to rely on only one person’s opinion as to whether
or not things were going well.

I was left having to scramble to bring in the folks that
were going to just be my second set of eyes to actually
be the caregivers while I was gone. My part time
employee was available 4 days per week gratis, and
the local ladies, one of whom had volunteered with
the goats for a bit, would need to be compensated for
twice daily visits comprised of feeding, watering, and
walking. This added $200 to the cost of my trip and
could have added more if I hadn’t ended up with at least
a part time house sitter/employee wanting nothing
more than a refrigerator full of microbrews for her use.
The local ladies were not comfortable walking the goats
by themselves, which I do most days (being as they are
most familiar with horses, and being in their sixties, that
was a while ago). They did agree to walk the goats as a
team and split the hourly fee between them. That was
more than fair so I happily agreed. They did this 3 days
a week and my housesitting employee did the other 4
days.

I contacted my vet and made sure that one of the older
neighbor ladies known to them and to my goats well,
had authorization on file to request treatment in my
absence in case of emergency. I left them with a credit
card and instructions for a $500 limit on treatment
without consulting me first. I did the same thing with
the local feed store, so that if for some reason additional
supplies were needed in my absence that they could be
acquired easily and placed on a particular credit card.
I was feeling pretty smug about how well all of this had
gone until 10 days before my flight. Then, I received a
text from the trusted house sitter stating that she had
had a stroke and would not be able to house sit for me
at all and could I please find someone else. ARE YOU
KIDDING ME!!

Not wanting to get a bad rating on Trusted House
Sitters, she sent me a copy of the doctor’s unredacted
paperwork. Yes, she had had a stroke, but I also saw
that she had a serious preexisting heart condition for
which she was under heavy medication and that the
medication probably caused the stroke. She wanted to
try sitting for me at some point in the future, but since
she was a ticking cardio/cerebral time bomb, and likely
to cancel again and again, I declined.

“Seriously Mom, you’re not leaving us with these people,
are you?”
I flew out and crossed my fingers. It did not go smoothly
at first.

Upon landing, the first thing I did was go to the local
Tesco (the UK version of Walmart, only much better)
and purchased a new sim card for my phone. Then I
This was the serious downside to contracting with
emailed absolutely everybody at home and in Ireland
a non-family member or close friend through a
I knew, giving them my new number for the vacation.
coordinating agency that puts people together who
A travel tip for those of you who may not know this
would not have met otherwise. Believe me, if she had
already…simcards that come loaded with minutes and
revealed her condition on her profile, plus the fact that
data are usually super cheap to purchase and well worth
she would be bringing along her own dog, nobody would the cost. However, setup through the local provider can
want to ‘hire’ her.
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take several hours and does not always go smoothly, so
in addition to exchanging currency when you arrive, set
aside time to see to this task as well, especially if you
have animals at home.

Since it can take a while for the service to connect, I
always check by phone at a prearranged time with the
caregivers last thing before taking off from the US. Like
on the plane before they tell you to turn off all your
mobile devices. Do not, do not, try to call them from
your American phone with its American simcard once
you are out of the country. The charges will be ungodly.
Do arrange a daily time for live emailing with your pet
sitters on a daily basis. Every day, one or the other of the
parties caring for my crew was able to text me photos
of them to set my mind at ease, with no additional
purchase of data necessary other than what came
with the $17 simcard. The daily scheduled emailing
uncovered some problems and prevented others.
Right after my phone was up and working again and I
had settled into my first Airbnb, I got a text from one
of the older ladies saying that when they went to do
their shift, the back door to my house was standing
OPEN, and both of my cats were out. Needless to say,
these were not the instructions I had left with my young
employee. The older lady got both cats in, assured me
they were fine and secured the doors. I had to nicely
inform the young house sitter that she would need to
come and go by the front door from now on and lock it
behind her each time. Which she did.

“Not everybody minded since youngsters know it’s always
fun to mess with the substitute!”
To say that I almost had a heart attack when receiving
that info is putting it mildly. However, other than

someone complaining to me that someone else had
misplaced a tool and could I ask them where it was,
things went much better after that. And no goats died or
were injured in the making of this vacation.
So here is the moral of the story. If you have animals and
plan to be out of the country for a while, make the best
preparations that you can, and then thoroughly back
those up. Any potential caregiver, family or otherwise,
can break a leg, get hit by a truck, get coronavirus, etc.
Have someone waiting in the wings. It may cost more,
but not as much as saying adios to overseas airfare. Have
everyone involved well trained and very familiar with
your expectations, practices and routines. Honestly, it
took 4 people to make sure that this undertaking went
without incident: 3 pet sitters and 1 farmhand to come
and clean the barn weekly so the older sitters didn’t
have too and the younger, unpaid sitter didn’t need
to take on a nasty job for no compensation. She was
already tasked with cleaning the cat box occasionally.
Know in advance what your sitters can and can’t do,
what responsibilities they will and will not have, lay it
out in written form and follow-up, follow-up, follow-up.
Would I use a house-sitting third-party coordination
service again like Trusted House Sitters? I’m sitting on
the fence on that at this moment. The problem is, for
international travel at some distance, you are obligated
to make travel and even lodging arrangements 60 days
or more in advance. Most lodgings are cancellable with
no penalty, but for airfare, if you are going to get the best
rates, you will be stuck for the full cost if you have to
cancel, partial cost if you have to change dates. I like the
idea of a house sitter, because in a perfect world your
animals and plants are more secure. But, as can be seen
here, anyone can cancel at any time. A stranger coming
to stay from another state will not feel an obligation to
make things work out for you. I know, however, that
if one of my older lady neighbors or even the young
farmhand that I have used for a couple of years couldn’t
show up for a shift, they would find someone who could.
That is a serious advantage of having locals help out,
even if you have to pay them.
I may change my mind, and for my next trip attempt a
trusted house sitter once again. But I will do it with a
different attitude. While saving for my next trip, I am
going to assume that I will be paying for pet care and
will be budgeting for that expense. If it turns out that I
get a great house sitter, well lucky me, I saved money.
But I will still budget for those helpful extra eyes to pop
in now and then to check things out and report to me
discretely later.
Better to be safe than sorry. The penny pinching may
not be worth the stress, in the end.
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Bert has goat problems to talk about

By Slim Randles, Feb 27, 2020
https://www.mcdowellnews.com/opinion/home-country-bert-has-goatproblems-to-talk-about/article_a56ce93f-dd14-5a20-9727-8a21a418decf.
html

Steve was out in the Mule Barn truck stop parking lot
the other day, tightening something with his wrenches
under the hood of his pickup truck. The rest of us stood
around looking wise.
“You sure it ain’t the solenoid?” said Bert.

“I don’t think they make them anymore,” said Doc.
“It’s usually the solenoid,” Bert said, with finality.

Out of self-defense, Steve emerged from his cavern of
wires and metal long enough to say, “Didn’t I see you
have a goat now, Bert?”
Bert nodded. “That’s why I hate allergies.”
We waited. We stared.

“Well you see, Maizie’s allergic to cow’s milk, so we
bought Ernestine for her.”
“And Ernestine is…?”

“The goat… right. So what happens is somehow I have to
milk Ernestine. Twice a day. We wanted to go overnight
to the city last week. Ever try to find someone who will
babysit and milk a goat?”
“I won’t do it,” said Dud.

“Neither will anyone else,” said Bert, sadly. “So either
we stay home, or take the goat with us. Ever try to find a
motel that takes goats?”
“Not recently,” Doc said.

“So we stayed home. Oh, it wouldn’t be so bad if she
liked me…”
“Maizie?”

“Ernestine. See, she waits until I have her almost milked
out, then she’ll stick her foot in the bucket and kick it all
over me. The other day, I was standing in her pen and
talking with Mrs. Gonzales next door, and Ernestine came
running up behind me and ran right between my legs.”
“Did you fall?”

“Of course. And Mrs. Gonzales tried not to laugh, but it
didn’t work.”
“Bert,” said Doc, “why don’t you just buy goat’s milk at
the store?”
“Maizie says she needs it fresh, because it’s better.
You guys ever notice how a goat has horns and cloven
hooves?”
We nodded.

Then Bert said, “I don’t think I need to add anything to
that.”

In my frequent forays into the files that make up the GT Archives, I have come to the conclusion that the only reason that
everyone doesn’t have a copy of this information is that they
just don’t realize how completely entertaining lots of this stuff
is. There have been some great writers for GT over the years!
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Maps... Never Leave Home
Without Them
Lost in Death Hollow: Part 1
by Nan Hassey

trip thus far. It was supposed to be easy—a simple
point-to-point overnight trek up the Escalante River.
We had started at the trailhead fifteen miles outside
of Escalante, UT and planned to follow the Escalante
River back to town. It was an easy, well-used trail with
a beautiful camping spot halfway along and we planned
to do it in two short hiking days with one overnight. But
nothing had gone quite right from the beginning. In the
first place, I forgot to bring my map and trail description
(NEVER leave without your map and trail description!).
So not surprisingly, I almost took us the wrong way out
of the parking lot. I started us off downstream before
Phil objected that the lady at the FS/BLM office had
mentioned going UPstream to Escalante. It’s a good thing
we turned back and consulted the trailhead signage. I
almost took us on a 70-mile jaunt to Lake Powell!

The first day’s hike was
not difficult, but the
prickers were brutal on
our feet and legs. We
hiked in sandals and
I awoke with visions of an idyllic camp breakfast dancing shorts because of the
in my brain. I had found a “just add water” pancake mix many river crossings.
In fact, we spent much
and brought exactly the right amount for breakfast. I
stirred the batter, lit the fidgety camp stove, and melted of the time hiking in
the river rather than on
butter in the tiny frying pan. I poured the batter and
watched in excitement as it bubbled up temptingly. Phil the trail so boots and
pants were not really
would soon awake to the smell of hot pancakes and I
an option. Phil’s legs
would be the perfect camp wife!
were particularly bloody
A powerful blast of swirling wind shattered my reverie. after the first day’s hike.
A scream of rage tore from my throat. Despite having
Although hiking in the shallow, winding creek was much
placed the stove in a sheltered spot behind a rock, the
nicer than hiking through prickers, it almost doubled the
tornado had tossed half the surrounding campsite into
length of our hike and it posed its own challenges. For
my beautiful breakfast! I picked out the larger pieces of example, quicksand. One second, Sputnik was walking
debris, but the pancake no longer looked scrumptious.
along on a solid, hard surface, and the next second his
Breakfast proceeded quickly downhill from there. The
legs disappeared and he was stuck fast up to his chest
camp stove was incapable of providing a steady medium in heavy, sucking mud. I quickly fumbled to unload his
flame. When I turned it up, it blazed like a rocket,
heavy and now waterlogged pack while Phil held his
scorching the food and threatening to set my socks on
head above water. The pack was half off when Sputnik
fire. If I turned it down ever so gently, the flame puffed
gave a mighty heave and broke loose from the suction.
out. There was no salvaging the situation. Phil got a
Next thing I knew, Phil was stuck in the hole Sputnik
single gritty pancake blackened on one side and raw on had just left! He was knee-deep and his foot would not
the other. He pretended to like it, but since I could hear
budge. It was a long process to extricate Phil without
the sand crunching between his teeth I knew he was
losing his shoe. We managed to work our hands down
only trying to make me feel better.
and slip a rope around his sandal, and with a slow
combination of pulling on the rope and working a stick
Another blast of wind snuffed out the camp stove and
under Phil’s foot we were able to break the suction and
my appetite with it. I chiseled the charred remains of
pull the shoe out without tearing it in half. I ended the
my pancake out of the pan and buried it along with the
day by slipping on some moss and plunging into the
remainder of the batter in an unmarked grave at the
creek. Not only was I soaked, but the camera was in my
edge of camp. Even our greedy packgoats, Finn and
pocket! Water was dripping out of every crack. It was no
Sputnik, wouldn’t touch that mess!
longer functional.
As I buried the deceased pancakes, I reflected on our
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By the time
we reached
our camping
spot we
were all
exhausted.
I tethered
the goats in
a bed of soft
sand and
dry leaves
under a
willow tree
where they
spent a very contented night. Phil and I hung our soggy
clothes, panniers, and equipment up to dry and bathed
our battered legs in the creek before chowing down on
delicious beef stew and falling into our sleeping bags.
The first day had been a lot more difficult and exciting
than anticipated, but we were halfway along and
tomorrow would be easier!
Or so I thought…

The pancake debacle was not an encouraging start to
the day. I also had my doubts about our trail. We had
camped at a juncture between two large canyons and
without my map and trail description, I was at a loss as
to which one we were supposed to take. Both had clear
trails leading up them. I had a foggy recollection of a trail
description I’d read two weeks earlier but it failed me
now. The only thing I knew was that we were supposed
to be following the Escalante River toward town. I also
knew that the Escalante Canyon runs east and west and
we should be following it west. One problem: the canyon
that ran west had barely a trickle of water in it. The river
was flowing from the north canyon. Phil and I discussed
it and decided that following the river made more sense.
After all, these canyons don’t run in straight lines. The
Escalante Canyon goes east and west by snaking north
and south. Perhaps it went north here and turned west
later on. Without a map I couldn’t be sure.

Rinsing system in stomach protects the teeth
of ruminants

By University of Zurich
https://phys.org/news/2019-06-stomach-teeth-ruminants.html

Sand sinks down in the rumen and collects in the abomasum,
passes through the bowel and is then expelled with the undigested
material in the feces.

When they graze, goats, sheep and cows often ingest bits
of earth that can be damaging to their teeth. Researchers
from the University of Zurich have now shown how the
animals protect themselves against dental abrasion:
Their stomach system rinses dust and sand off the
ingested food before it is chewed for the second time.
“Field-grazing animals always eat some earth and dust
along with the plants,” says Jean-Michel Hatt, professor
at the Clinic for Zoo Animals, Exotic Pets and Wildlife.
This is particularly the case in dry regions where the
wind blows a lot of dust around, and causes a lot of
work for the masticatory organs. His research team has
now shown that various mechanisms prevent excessive
abrasion of the teeth—thus ensuring the animals’
survival.
Short and long teeth in the same habitat

Horses and zebras, for instance, have developed very
long teeth in order to compensate for the abrasion
caused by dust and sand. Cows and wildebeest, on
the other hand, have shorter teeth. “We have always
wondered how ruminants living in the same habitat
manage with shorter teeth,” Hatt explains.

Ruminants have a stomach system with multiple
chambers—rumen, reticuum, omasum and
abomasum—which use bacteria to digest the plant
My spirits rose as we packed up camp. My pants and the
goat panniers had dried out nicely during the night. Sadly, material they eat. The food is washed by rumen fluid
the camera had not. Phil tried turning it on and it made a and sorted into material that is already small enough
horrible grinding noise. The viewfinder showed blackness to digest, and larger pieces that are regurgitated to be
chewed again. It has long been assumed that the cud to
with a few fuzzy white spots. There was nothing to be
be ruminated has been freed from dust and sand.
done about it. We loaded Finn and Sputnik and headed
Sand collects in the stomach
upstream. Little did I know we were hiking in the wrong
direction, following a tributary to the Escalante River. The Jean-Michel Hatt and his team have now for the first
upper Escalante River is frequently almost dry in the fall, time tested the influence of various types of food on
but since I didn’t have my trail description I didn’t know
dental abrasion. Using computer tomography, the
this. We were hiking toward miles of wilderness, far from researchers observed in goats that the sand ingested
our planned route and any civilization. We were heading
with the plants was not equally distributed around the
straight into Death Hollow…
Cont. Pg27, Col 2
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Reach for
Higher ground
Selling quality equipment & supplies around the world.

All Saddles come with a LIFETIME Guarantee
with your choice of regular or mountain straps

 Northwest Custom Fit –U.S. Patented
completely adjustable Aluminum Saddle includes
a FREE pocket pad.

 Finished Saddles ready to go
 Oak & Pine kits – you finish & save money

PANNIERS: 6 color options

 Riverbottom – great for hunting
 Timberline - zippered closure
 Expedition - for large bulky items
 Pack sacks – for organizing your gear
Exclusive – U.S. Patented Pocket Pad

Impossible for the pad to slip out from under your saddle

Largest Selection of Pack Goat Gear Available
Waterproof Coats, Rope Halters, Books, First Aid Kits and more…

Order On-line : Secure & Fast
www.NorthwestPackgoats.com
1-888-PACKGOAT sales@northwestpackgoats.com
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A different kind of pack animal

By Mark Davis, https://www.powelltribune.com/
stories/a-different-kind-of-pack-animal,21835
TRIBUNE PHOTO BY MARK DAVIS

The use of pack goats on backcountry trips is
increasing as enthusiasts learn of their benefits

a paperback book titled “The Pack Goat” by Atlantic City
resident John Mionczynski.

“Everything he described in the book was exactly what
we were looking for,” Desarae said.

The Starcks were particularly attracted to the low startup and maintenance costs and the small amount of space
needed to raise their stock. They were also attracted to
how safe goats are around children.

“Unlike a horse, when the goats get spooked they’re not
going to take off and leave you,” Desarae said. “They’re
actually going to run to you.”

The goats look at their owners as pack leaders. Each goat
has been imprinted with humans from birth. The Starcks
bottle-fed their goats for about three months to ensure
they felt like part of the family. “It creates a bond,” she
said.
Justin Starck leads a small herd of pack goats on a 5-mile
hike in the Bighorn National Forest on Monday. Justin,
his wife Desarae and the goats set out on an elk hunt
Monday. The goats carried most of the equipment and food
necessary for a week in the mountains, helping Desarae
bag a trophy bull elk on Tuesday. Pack goats are becoming
more popular for hunters, hikers and outdoor enthusiasts
wanting to save money and to hike where horses can’t go.

The bonding results in patient, obedient goats with
similar characteristics to family dogs, Desarae said. The
family purchased the goats when they were about 2 weeks
old and spent the next couple years rearing and training
them for their tasks. Goats learn commands just like a
dog, said Curtis King, president of the North American
Packgoat Association.

“Pretty soon
you have a
goat that will
follow
you
anywhere
Ice- and mud-covered roads certainly weren’t going to
in
the
get between Desarae Starck and her limited quota tag
backcountry
for a bull elk deep in the Bighorn Mountains. She was set
on hiking into the woods with husband Justin — about 5 and take all
your stuff,”
miles from any sign of civilization.
King said.
The Starcks planned to stay in the Bighorns for as long as
it would take, but hoped to harvest a bull within a week. The one difference from a family hound, at least for the
Needing provisions and equipment for their extended Starck family, is that the goats never come in the house.
trip, the Rozet ranchers could only carry a small portion “When you’re around the house they sometimes cry,”
on their backs. So they brought some goats.
Desarae said. “They always want to be with you.”
The Starck family is part of a growing number of outdoors Building a herd
enthusiasts opting for pack goats instead of the equine They bought three of their kids (the name for an immature
equivalent. The Starcks aren’t anti-horse — they have goat) from a breeder specializing in pack goat species.
those too. But when they want to go where no horse can Alpines, prized for their athletic ability and carrying
follow, they employ their herd of billies. Their goats love capacity, are the most popular for the sport but many
it.
prefer hybrids. Two of the Starcks’ favorite goats were

“When I back my truck up, they all run to me, excited to purchased from a local dairy farm.
go along,” Justin said Monday, as he unloaded saddles and The best pack goats are wethers (a nice way to say
equipment from the family truck at the trailhead.
castrated males). Wethers not destined for trails are
‘Exactly what we were looking for’
typically raised for meat.
The couple has two children, but wanted to continue Once mature, a good pack goat can carry up to 70 pounds,
backcountry hiking and hunting. Needing to carry the depending on the animal. And they can do so all day. They
toddlers on their own backs, they wanted to find an easy forage for food — nibbling plant tops like a deer — and
way to carry provisions and gear. Then they discovered they don’t need to be led to water. They can get enough
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water
f r o m
the dew
on the
grass,
Justin
said.

“We can hardly keep up with the demand,” Zimmerman
said. “Interest has quadrupled in the past five years.”

He suggests renting goats for a trip or two before investing.
“They’re not for everyone,” he said. “It’s better to know
what you’re getting into before buying a herd.”

He charges $35 per goat, per day with a minimum of two
goats. While a trailer isn’t absolutely necessary, trucks
need to be set up with high sides for the goat’s safety.

Before each rental, customers go through a three- to fourhour training course to teach them how to handle the goats
The experience of traveling with pack goats is “close to and equipment. Zimmerman also offers courses for hikers
the freedom of backpacking,” Justin said. “That’s what I and hunters on how to raise their own herd.
like the most.”
One big difference between goats and horses is you can’t
Last summer, the entire Starck family — including Rhett, just tie your goat up at camp and leave them behind. They
3, and 6-month-old Remington — took a scouting trip. need to be near their pack leader at all times. But there’s
Without the goats, the couple would have had to leave an advantage to having them near as well, Zimmerman
said. They seem to put wildlife at ease, in contrast with
the children behind.
wild animals’ usual skittishness when seeing hunters with
Imprinted pack goat kids start at $150 and range to about
horses.
$500. A full pack and saddle kit costs about the same,
depending on level of quality. In contrast, according to “We’ve walked right through a herd of elk before,”
Everyday Horsing, the average price for a trained riding Zimmerman said. “We were a little nervous, but the elk
horse is about $5,000. The cost of saddle with stirrups, just went about their business.”
bridle and saddle pad averages $1,000, while grain and Some restrictions apply
hay averages $200 and grooming gear around $100. So
Not everyone is a fan of the pack goat movement. In 2011,
in total, it costs about $6,000 for a horse. Then you have
the
Shoshone
to add the cost of a horse trailer and a stout truck to pull
National Forest
it. The tab can grow to tens of thousands.
banned the use
While cheaper, there are limits. For instance, goats of pack goats,
aren’t ready to carry a full, 50- to 70-pound pack until fearing
they
their third year and usually start to slow down at age 10. would
spread
disease to prized
Rent a goat
bighorn
sheep
Goats are not just for hunters, according to Clay
herds.
The
Zimmerman of Evanston, who has been raising and
North American
running pack goats since 1994.
Packgoat Association sued and eventually won the right to
“Senior citizens, injured vets, persons with disabilities, use pack goats in the forest.
and young children unable to carry packs and equipment
When deciding to ban pack goats, forest officials lumped
can confidently enjoy the great outdoors with a goat on
them in with domestic sheep, which can carry Mycoplasma
hand to carry their gear,” he said.
ovipneumoniae, often referred to by the nickname “Movi.”
Zimmerman owns High Uinta Pack Goats and has The pathogen is believed to be the most likely primary
been leasing and selling goats and providing training cause of fatal outbreaks of bighorn sheep pneumonia that
programs for mountain trips since 1994. He got into has threatened their recovery.
pack goats to help his wife, Charlotte, who was having
While goats can also carry movi, Desarae points out that
debilitating knee pain. The couple loved to go on long
a small pack goat herd is different from hundreds or
hikes in the mountains — often traveling 100 miles over
thousands of free-ranging sheep. The treasurer for North
10 to 15 days in the hills. Getting the weight off her back
American Packgoat Association, she said that pack goats
helped prolong her time on mountain trails. “She was
get more medical care, making it much less likely they’ll
able to postpone her knee surgery about 20 years,” he
be taken into the mountains when ill. Recent studies have
said.
also shown that, even if pack goats and bighorn sheep
Eventually the Zimmermans’ herd grew into a thriving commingle, there is little chance of disease transmission.
business, when hunting groups wanted to rent his pack
After the lawsuit, North American Packgoat Association
goats.
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leaders met with representatives from the Forest Service
and other stakeholders to develop a set of regulations for
pack goat use in the Shoshone National Forest. The goats
are still prohibited in Wyoming’s occupied core native
bighorn sheep habitat, but there are no restrictions in the
Bighorns. And there also are no concerns about grizzlies,
unlike the Shoshone.

It was while refilling their water trough that I noticed
a tiny, but concentrated and ominous shaft of light, like
something that Lucifer might have emitted before the
Fall, beaming from a corner of the barn ceiling.

As for the Starcks, Desarae’s hunt didn’t last long. She
scored a beautiful six-point bull on Tuesday morning, her
first day of hunting. After packing out the meat with their
goats, the Starcks and their helpers returned to their camp
site to enjoy more time together in the wilderness.

“No, no ’Nut!” I insisted. “Not now. What’s up with your
roof?”

“That’s not good,” I told Peanut, who had returned to
see if I had any interest in butting heads. (I actually
use my fist, but that’s entertaining enough for Peanut,
Zimmerman said grizzlies are an issue with pack goats, who, surrounded by females all day, seems to relish his
but putting a bell on each goat solves most of those issues. infrequent chances for male hijinks.)
“Maaaaaa!”

“Yeah. Just what I thought.”

And so, well, you probably know the drill: A gathering
of tools, a leaning of ladders, a herding of tiny goats
taking advantage of an open gate to escape their goaty
bondage, flee their (ample) goat yard and glean the ohso-delectable and irresistible soybeans left over from
last month’s harvest.
Peanut, of course, also availed himself of the first
opportunity to knock over my open toolbox the
moment my attention drifted.

“Maaaaa!” bleated Angel and Clover, seemingly pleased
at Peanut’s success, like tiny, goaty cheerleaders.

Roof Repair Achieved Amid Gregarious Gang of Goats

By Steve Stephens, The Columbus Dispatch, Posted Oct 27, 2019
https://www.dispatch.com/entertainmentlife/20191027/stevestephens--roof-repair-achieved-amid-gregarious-gang-of-goats

If you give a pygmy
goat some hay, he
probably will want
some water to drink.

If you give him fresh
water, he probably will
want a snug barn in
which to sleep.
And there, my friends,
is where my problem
arose.

fell to me.

My daughter had
bugged out for a
sleepover, so Saturdaymorning goat duties

Peanut, Angel and Clover actually had no interest in hay
that morning, instead making a beeline (goatline?) to a
pile of fallen peach-tree leaves as soon as I opened their
barn door.

I first cut down some large, overhanging branches,
which I probably should have done long ago, for access
to the roof.
The goats were appreciative of the new leaf supply,
which engaged their attention long enough for me to
lug a couple of shingles up the ladder to replace the
ones that were missing.
The shingles, however, weren’t all that was missing.
Indeed, there seemed to be no solid wood anywhere
near the site of the leak, which apparently had been
going on a long time before I had noticed it.

Anticipating a lost weekend, I might have given into
despair. But, honestly, having three rambunctious and
affectionate pygmy goats for company, bleating and
frolicking and plotting their next escape, is a good antidote
for melancholy. (I’m assuming that Peanut was not actually
trying to kill me when head-butting my ladder.)
One trip to the hardware store, two more goat escapes,
several dozen trips up the ladder and one weekend
later, the roof was tight and set — I really hope — for a
snug winter.

Peanut and I celebrated with a bout of head/fist butts. I
even let him win a couple of rounds.

Steve Stephens is the Dispatch Home writer. Email him at
sstephens@dispatch.com or follow him on Twitter @
SteveStephens
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Saddles

Small Panniers

[Cargo panniers]

Butt-Head Pack
Goat Products

Family owned and operated Butt-Head
Pack Goats has been in business since
1988. All of our equipment is hand made by
Dennis Willingham in the small town of
Rough & Ready, California. We value our
customers and take pride in our work. All of
our products have been tested on the trail.
We appreciate your business and
guarantee your satisfaction.

Large Panniers

Halters, Visibility gear,
Goat Coats / Pack
Covers, and much much
more. Visit our website
for the full line of
products available.
Butt-Head Pack Goats
PO Box 333
Rough & Ready CA 95975
(530) 432-0946

bhpackgoats@hotmail.com
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Past Blast from the 1995 Original Issue
Tredipidations and Titillations of a
Neophyte Goat-Packer
by Nat Adams, DVM

Number three son said
to me after the American
Dairy Goat Association
national convention in
Virginia, “Mom, you’re
gonna be a goat-packer.”
He had attended a hike
and
lecture
by John
Mionczynski of Atlantic
City, Wyoming, on the subject while there in Roanoke. I
was too busy at home working and paying bills to attend.
But even after I got caught up and attended subsequent
conventions, the fun courses were not on a schedule
for this workaholic. Several years after number three’s
prediction I had an uncharacteristic attack of levity and
skipped a mastitis lecture in lieu of the goat-packing
one. It was all the three “E’s”, entertaining, enlightening,
and enthralling. I was hooked!
Number three son is now a revered sage, and I am
a bonafide goat-packer, sporting Wind River Pack
Goat T-shirts here in my flatland range in Texas and
wowing my clients with tales of mountain adventure.
(What do they know, anyway?)
For two summers now I’ve cast off the trappings
of mild-mannered reporter and donned the garb of
“Wyoming .Goat Hiker”. (Really, I’m not a reporter,
but it made good copy.) I’ll not bore you with many
details of my first goat hike.
It mainly consisted of two phenomena:

Heavy breathing. Not the interesting kind; just the
gasping, turning blue, going to die around the next turn,
looking for the oxygen, panic-city type.

Stark terror. Yes, I see those goats leaping easily from
foothold to foothold. But my feet are bigger than
theirs. And I don’t like heights. Then why the devil am
I out here in the mountains following fleet-offooted
creatures from ledge to ledge? ‘Cause I absolutely
LOVE goats and learning and the great outdoors!

Now, we’ve got that in perspective and I’ve reduced
my heart rate back down to normal. Soooooo, this year
I intended to profit from last year and ran off into the
Wind River Mountains (actually trudged wobble-legged
up the trail with 60 pounds on my back) alone for a
week to adjust my 300-foot-above-sea-level biology to
9,000 feet. Another lesson here. I will never EVER
do any packing-in without a packgoat, especially prior

to acclimating. But I did adjust, hiking the same trails
everyday and timing myself until I could do them without
tiring even a little and in one-fourth the original time. Thus
prepared and confident, I set off on my second group
goat-packing trip. John Mionczynski was to lead us off
into the Wyoming wilderness and attempt to impart to
us some of his herbology knowledge. I could have kissed
every goat and every pack saddle! My shoulders and
hip bones were still aching after my previous goat-less
week. Oh, thank you God, for these beautiful, adorable,
adventuresome creatures who delight in traipsing off
into the wilderness with us, carrying our burdens so
that we may frolic in the joys of the mountains deliciously
UN-burdened.

There were some caprine faces familiar to me from
the previous year and some new ones. But all were
beautiful and eager. It is quite a picture at trail head
to watch. The first-loaded goats meander on up the
trail while we’re packing the last ones. Hey, guys,
wait for us!

The trail was much easier than last year. Or perhaps
it only seemed so because I could breathe. This time
the scenery was the breathtaking part. And I relied on
the goats to pick the grandest views. Occasionally one
would leave his official place in line and be mesmerized
by the view from an overlook. Greenpeace, the aptly
named caprine bearer, was especially appreciative of
views. It was always a good idea to pull off the trail
and join him. Usually another goat or two would also
partake of the scenery below. Then we each rejoined
the group in our appropriate places, our eyes satiated
for the time being.

The first night in camp was grizzly story night, as
was the night before the trip and as was the second
night in camp. It seems that the point was something
like the snipe hunt my cousins took me on the first
summer I spent at their ranch in New Mexico when I
was a young naive greenhorn. Now I’m an OLD naive
greenhorn and those stories scared me sleepless.
Never mind John telling us how respectful bears are
of goats’ horns (and his goats sport some beauties).
We had a dozen sets draped tastefully around camp.
I may have felt better if those dozen sets had been
draped tastefully in my tent; But they weren’t. And
I didn’t. I just lay there with my eyelids glued to my
eyebrows waiting for a bear to rip open my tent from
the back and drag me screaming over the edge of the
bluff whilst all in camp slept blissfully. Since you are
reading this that I am writing, I guess you already
know the obvious. My number three son is the only
sage in the family; It never occurred. I survived my
bear fear, snipe hunt ordeal and have lived to tell
about it.
Cont. Pg24, Col 1
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Facing the next day with maybe two hours sleep
(but who’s counting) I faced adventure in the form of
a 25 degree blowing snowstorm. But it’s July already!
But the echo says it’s 11,000 feet. Oh, my goodness,
another high altitude lesson. Will it never stop? I’m
already humble enough. I already have plenty of
character (just ask my kids). I froze my buns off!

Polypropylene underwear, four layers of clothing,
weatherproof breathable outerwear and I still froze. Body
heat does not obey the same laws up there as it does down
here at sea level. It does a whole different thing. You’ve
got to be some sort of a guru or mental giant that changes
your metabolism to meet the challenges or something. I
could not get warm no matter what I did. And I couldn’t get
my frozen RNA to function enough to even TELL anyone I
was freezing. Finally the words fell out onto the campfire
when I was burning a hole in my expensive outerwear
because I was standing in it (the fire).

The two snuggle-bunny goats were already taken,
Julio to one tent, Menu to another. And in John’s tent
he was probably controlling his body temperature at
will. The man actually washes his face with snow every
morning. Fortunately my fellow herbology enthusiasts
saved my frozen tuchas with two hot water bottles
in my sleeping bag.

In every cloud there is a silver lining. Our snowstorm
had several. We had two beautiful, clear, glorious days
for scenery and herb lore. AND NO MOSQUITOES!! But
the neatest was lots of snowy slopes, to the delight of
my compadres. They’d ski down them (sans skis) while
this flatlander trudged across them with the goats
(wouldn’t want the goats to get confused and get off the
trail, you know). On one particularly delightful slope, as
evidenced by the raucous behavior of my fellow hikers,
Elwood (one of the Oberhaslis) couldn’t stand it. He
watched the goings-on of my two-legged companions
and let his four-legged friends walk on. I ogled in disbelief
as he folded his legs under him and body surfed down
that slope, pack and all!
There you have it; the goat:

Bearer of burdens
Scenery guide
Bear deterrent
Heat provider
Entertainment
But I think the most wonderful thing that these goats do
is get us up out of those deeply rutted horse trails. They
take us where other packers can’t, where the scenery
is unmarred and you can drink the water as it melts off
the glaciers. It doesn’t get any better and you don’t need
beer to get intoxicated. But a little single malt Scotch
wouldn’t hurt.

Curious goats greet UPS driver on North Dakota
route

By Ben Ames, December 23, 2019
https://www.dcvelocity.com/articles/20191223-curious-goatsgreet-ups-driver-on-north-dakota-route/

Photos inspire social media puns, despite peak season
stress.
Parcel delivery drivers may have been hustling to work long
hours this peak holiday season, but judging by the reaction to
one driver’s recent tweet about farmyard goats crawling aboard
his delivery truck, they haven’t lost their sense of humor.
In a social media entry posted last week, a woman posted
a photograph of her father’s UPS Inc. truck, laden both
with stacks of packages and with two curious goats, one
of which crawled all the way into the bed of the truck. The
Dec. 18 twitter post was captioned simply: “My dad is a
UPS driver in rural North Dakota & today he sent me these
photos with no context.”
This is not the first time that “Big Brown” has made a social
media splash with photos of cute animals greeting its
delivery trucks, following the growing audience that already
follows its popular “UPS Dogs” Instagram page.
However, judging by social media chatter and by published
reports, reaction to the recent goat photos has sparked more
humorous one-liners than the simple “likes” and “shares”
inspired by the dog pictures. UPS declined to comment.
For a sampling of the jokes spawned by photos of the North
Dakota goats, scroll through the “comments” section below
the original tweet. Warning: terrible puns will follow. Here is
a brief sampling:
“Reporting for work at Ewe PS.”
n “You’ve obviously goat mail”
n “It’s the goats of Christmas present.”
n “Where are our packages, sir?”, “They’re in the
baa-aaa-aack.”
n
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How 2 farmers and a bunch of volunteers saved Carroll and two neighbors began walking the males
out, but the water got too deep. Struggling animals kept
the world’s largest herd of rare goats from
pulling rescuers down into the frigid water, which was
Nebraska’s flooding

By Sarah Baker Hansen / Omaha World-Herald, Mar 25, 2019
https://www.richmond.com/news/trending/how-farmers-and-abunch-of-volunteers-saved-the-world/article_8452862b-6c56-52e6b943-a36153b8a313.html#1

filled with huge hunks of ice and debris. Volunteers,
many only in street clothes, jumped blindly into the
swirling water, having no idea how deep it was or what
might lie underneath.

“We just kept going,” Carroll said. “We were picking goats
up by their horns and throwing them over a fence.”
By about 11 p.m., the last goat had been rescued. Amazingly,
only one goat was lost — a female, who died later.
Meanwhile, Bartling’s convoy of goat-filled trailers was
stopped by a sheriff, who told them they couldn’t get
back down Q Street because it had washed out. So they
headed north, traveling over other water-covered roads.
“The first time, the water was probably to the top of
the tires,” Bartling said. “The last time, it was over my
headlights, and I could not see where I was going.”

OMAHA, Neb. — At 4:04 p.m. on Friday, March 15, John
Carroll posted on Facebook:

“Anyone near 245 and Q with a live-stock trailer or
something similar. We are Flooding! Thank you.”

They made it the 30 miles to her ranch safely, where
another plea for volunteers went out. This time, it was
Bartling seeking help, asking volunteers to bring towels
to help dry goats. About 40 people showed.
“I didn’t know them — they just responded,” she said.

More volunteers arrived the next day, Saturday, to
help around the ranch, which usually operates as a
More than 40 strangers driving pickups, many with
petting zoo. On Sunday, a volunteer donated hay. A local
trailers, began showing up to help rescue the rare San
veterinary clinic donated 250 vaccinations. A GoFundMe
Clemente Island goats at Carroll’s farm near Gretna. There,
page has been set up for both the care of the goats down
at Willow Valley Farms near 240th and Q Streets, Carroll
the road, and to help rebuild Willow Valley Farms.
and Chad Wegener care for 250 San Clemente Island goats.
The remainder of the male goats are headed to a
It’s the world’s largest herd of the rare breed.
temporary home on a farm in Weston, Nebraska.
PHOTO GALLERY: See a collection of aerial photos showing
“We were just afraid we would lose a third of (the goats)
this month’s floods in Nebraska at the end of this story
to the flood,” Wegener said. “It was incredible, such an
Water from the Elkhorn River started filling pastures
incredible thing to witness.”
on the afternoon of March 15. Flooding rose quickly,
Only about 750 San Clemente Island goats remain in the
Wegener said, faster than anyone thought it would. So
fast, in fact, that some helpers had to park on Q Street or world.
240th Street and enter the farm on foot.
Carroll and Wegener started their farm in 2008, and it’s
Joy Bartling was one of them. She jumped in her pickup also home to chickens, turkeys, ducks, guinea fowl and
— trailer still attached from making animal rescues the peacocks, as well as vegetable gardens. Though their
goats and their home are safe, the rest of the property is
night before until 1 a.m.
demolished.
She’d never met Carroll or Wegener. But she knew she
“Everything we built over the last 15 years was washed
had space on her farm, Scatter Joy Acres in northeast
away,” Carroll said.
Omaha, where the goats could stay.
Still, Carroll and Wegener said they consider themselves
Volunteers filled Bartling’s trailer and two more with
lucky. Co-workers, friends and neighbors, Carroll said,
200 goats, carrying each one through standing water.
have all come through since the flood.
That took hours, Carroll said.
The water continued to rise.
Another 50 goats — males, larger than the females
— remained in a pen on the most distant part of the
property, the site of the deepest water.

“We will rebuild, and do what we need to do, but we
wouldn’t be able to do it without the strangers, and our
family,” Carroll said.

Cont. Pg29, Col 2
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PACKGOATS ARE A HIT!

While attending the conference I stayed at friends and
fellow goatpackers Michael and Stephanie Powell’s
home in Sherwood, OR. They have Saanens, many
of whom are retired packers as old as 14. Their two
newest additions are Wells, who is a Sable-Saanen and
Fargo who is a Saanen. Both are coming 2-years olds.
The day I arrived Stephanie and I took the goats out
for a short walk. Living in the desert it’s a shock to see
how lush and green everything is. Moss covered trees,
huge blackberry patches, lots of brush and grasses. Goat
browsing Heaven!
Stephanie helped teach both the lecture and hands-on
sessions. I think we made an excellent team! Wells and
Fargo were the models for the 7 different saddle and
pannier sets plus the Northwest Pack Goats kids riding
saddle I had for the class. It’s not often you get to see so
many saddles in
one location!
Curtis King
The 32nd Northwest Oregon Dairy Goat Association Goat
loaned me his
Conference was held February 29th at the Clackamas
Marc Warnke
County Fair and Event Center in Canby, OR. Over 300
Signature Series
people attend this conference each year. There are
Saddle & Critter
numerous classes to choose from on a variety of topics
Getter Paniers
during each of the two morning sessions and two
plus his Sopris
afternoon sessions.
Lumbar Saddle &
Deluxe Panniers.
I gave a Goatpacking presentation during both afternoon
Stephanie
brought
a
Northwest
Pack
Goat
Custom Fit
sessions. The classroom session covered packgoat
Adjustable Saddle with pocket pad and the kids riding
selection, husbandry, training, trail medicine and more.
saddle that fits it along with a wooden crossbuck style
The outside session covered conformation, equipment
saddle that had been made using online instructions
and saddle fitting with live goats.
and the pad for it. I brought my Bantam Saddle Tack
I set up the NAPgA display table in the vendor section
Sawtooth Synthetic Saddle (the rigging is synthetic – not
and it was popular. Many of the people who visited the
the saddle) with Stay Put Pads, a Northwest Packgoat
booth said they were going to attend the goatpacking
wooden crossbuck saddle with pocket pad and a Marc
sessions. A woman and her daughter were excited
Warnke Kid Trainer Frameless Soft Saddle.
about the prospect of goatpacking with their goats.
The classroom session had 39 people in attendance!
They raised myotonic (fainting) goats. We decided
That is at least 10% of the people who attended the
that is probably the one breed that wouldn’t be good
entire Conference! Goatpacking is definitely an up and
for packing! A 4-H leader, whose club is strictly a
coming sport! I created a PowerPoint presentation for
goatpacking club,
this session plus there were some hands-on demos and
stopped by the booth! It
raffle items. The crowd was well-engaged and asked
was interesting speaking
great questions. It was obvious some attendees had
with her because I
already done a lot of homework and were well-informed
learned more about
on many topics.
the challenges of a 4-H
Bantam Saddle Tack/Marc Warnke, Northwest Pack
goatpacking club and
Goats, Pack Animal Magazine and Sopris Unlimited all
their needs. NAPgA is
donated items for the items I raffled off. A raffle ticket
currently working on a
was stapled to the packet of materials each attendee
goatpacking guidelines
received. Numbers were drawn and if it matched the
manual for 4-H clubs and
ticket on their packet they won! A huge THANK YOU to
anyone who would like
each of the businesses who donated items. They were a
to hold a goatpacking
huge and coveted hit!
clinic.
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There was a 15-minute break between sessions.
Stephanie and I were inundated with people asking
questions during the break. It’s wonderful when folks
are so interested! Stephanie and a couple folks set up
her canopy for the second session during this time, too.

The second session had about half as many attendees
which was still a good crowd. While I began the handson session, Stephanie went to her truck to get Wells and
Fargo. There was a knock on the exit door behind me.
When I opened the door it was Stephanie (who had cut
herself and needed a band-aid) with Wells and Fargo.
Those boys stuck their heads in the door, looked around,
and said, “We’re here!” They’ve had an immense
amount of exposure to crowds and children in their
short lifespans at different events and where Stephanie
teaches. I was going to speak about the saddles and
panniers before we went outside to put them on Wells
and Fargo. Change of plans – we all headed out to the
tent.
Everyone
knows
the
saying –
“Neither
snow nor
rain nor
heat nor
gloom
of night
stays
these
couriers
from the swift completion of their appointed rounds.”
Well – “Neither rain nor hail nor snow nor thunder
shall stay goatpackers from spreading the word about
goatpacking!” During the hour+ we were outside
we had some exciting weather changes! Everyone,
including the goats, took it in stride. Thank goodness
for Stephanie’s canopy!

I would bring out a saddle and pannier set, which we
would put on either Wells or Fargo, then discuss the
different attributes of each. Folks could visually see,
while a saddle was on a goat, how to check if the saddle
fit properly or why it didn’t. Having no pad on a saddle
when fitting also allowed them to see how a saddle
“clicks into place” when it is set on the goat and slid
backwards into its sweet spot.
I have to say, both Wells and Fargo were extremely well
behaved and tolerated all the gear changes without a
hitch. Fargo was even chewing his cud at one point he
was so relaxed!
When it was time for the second session to end many
folks still had questions. In all the times I’ve given

presentations I’ve never had so many deeply interested
in becoming goatpackers. Stephanie put away Wells and
Fargo then a couple of people from the class helped us
take down her canopy. Word to the wise – don’t end up
on the downhill side of a canopy that has received rain,
hail and snow! I got soaked! We were surprised the
canopy top had held up because of the weight!
We really encouraged everyone to join and become
active members in NAPgA, follow NAPgA’s Best
Management Practices and to attend the Rendezvous in
June.

The Cascade Packgoat Club (CPC) holds an annual
harness goat clinic each spring where they teach
driving. We mentioned this is another great way to
deepen your bond with your goats and to keep them
fit. Fifteen people signed up to be notified of the date.
We also mentioned the CPC participates in the SOLVE
Beach Cleanup each March and that they have an annual
campout in the Gifford Pinchot National Forest each
September.
It was a wonderful and fulfilling conference. I love
getting others excited about the world goatpacking
opens up for them!

Rinsing system... ruminants, cont from Pg 17
gastrointestinal tract, but collected at specific locations.
“We were able to show that there was considerably
less sand in the upper rumen, where the material to
be ruminated is regurgitated, than in the ingested food
itself,” Hatt explains.

What happens to the sand? First it sinks down in the
rumen and collects in the abomasum, passes through the
bowel and is then expelled with the undigested material
in the feces. “Organisms that develop such a washing
system have a natural way to easily get rid of the rinsedoff material,” says Hatt. It is only when animals ingest a
large amount of sand all at once—for example through
badly produced silage with an unusual amount of soil
contamination—that complications can occur.
Ruminants’ success model

For Hatt, the finding provides another piece of the
puzzle explaining the evolutionary success of the
ruminant model. It also explains why the animals do a
much less thorough job of chewing their food into small
pieces the first time around than they do later, when
they are ruminating clean material.
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Pack Goat Marketplace

Butthead Pack Goats & Equipment. Packgoat kids: Togg/Alpine/Oberhasli crosses.

Northern California. CAE Negative tested herd. Twenty-two years, raising & training
packgoats. Kids can be seen on web: buttheadpackgoats.com. Call Dennis Willingham,
530-432-0946.

	
  

Advertising	
  CAE	
  Status	
  

	
  
“CAE	
  PREVENTION	
  PROGRAM”	
  	
  (May	
  be	
  modified	
  by	
  the	
  words	
  “strict,	
  continuous,	
  etc.	
  Assumes	
  a	
  
history	
  of	
  testing	
  of	
  does	
  yearly,	
  and	
  pasteurization	
  of	
  all	
  milk	
  products.)	
  
“CAE	
  	
  NEGATIVE	
  TESTED	
  HERD”	
  	
  (Use	
  this	
  only	
  if	
  your	
  does	
  are	
  tested	
  yearly	
  or	
  have	
  tested	
  negative	
  
in	
  the	
  current	
  year.)	
  	
  
“GUARANTEED	
  CAE	
  FREE	
  OR	
  RETURN”	
  	
  (This	
  means	
  that	
  you	
  will	
  replace	
  the	
  kid	
  if	
  he	
  is	
  found	
  to	
  be	
  
CAE	
  positive	
  at	
  the	
  earliest	
  age	
  of	
  reliable	
  testing,	
  which	
  is	
  considered	
  by	
  WSU	
  to	
  be	
  12	
  months.	
  This	
  
is	
  the	
  only	
  context	
  in	
  which	
  “CAE	
  free”	
  will	
  be	
  accepted.	
  This	
  does	
  not	
  guarantee	
  a	
  CAE	
  free	
  kid,	
  just	
  
replacement.)	
  Remember	
  that	
  you	
  will	
  have	
  a	
  year	
  of	
  work	
  into	
  a	
  kid	
  by	
  the	
  time	
  it	
  is	
  testable.	
  
Any of these choices will more clearly define a herd’s status to buyers and should be welcomed as a
step forward in controlling a disease that is potentially crippling to packgoats.
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How 2 farmers and a bunch of volunteers..., cont from Pg 25

Subscribe to:

Goat Tracks

Journal of the Working Goat
13 Norwood Place | Boise, ID 83716
larry@goattracksmagazine.org
One Year (4 issues) $24 – or– two years $46
n Canada add $4 per year (cash or check on US
bank only)
n Overseas Subscriptions $32/Yr (US currency)
n Paperless edition ($20/Yr) (a PDF will be
available for download on the website)
n

If you wish to pay by credit card through PayPal,
simply go to PayPal (www.paypal.com) and request
your payment be sent to:
Larry@GoatTracksMagazine.Org.
Name _____________________________________
Address ___________________________________
Telephone _________________________________
Email _____________________________________

If this is a gift, please include your contact information so we can confirm your gift order with you.)
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Why Join NAPgA? NAPgA is the only organization that exclusively represents goatpackers, and works
tirelessly to open areas for camping and hiking with your goats that are closed right now, or have
come under fire for the supposed danger of goats to Bighorn Sheep. The NAPgA governing board holds
regular quarterly meetings, which are open to the entire membership (Meetings are conducted via
computer and Internet-base meeting software).
Where do Your Dues Go? Since this is an all-volunteer organization, there is very little ‘manpower
overhead’ and so your dues are exclusively used for issues directly connected to goatpacker concerns.
As of late, we have spent a lot of money for our legal representation, but that has been well-rewarded
in our successes with our fight to keep goatpacking open in the Shoshone and other unfriendly
locations. Goat packers, due to our limited time as a recognized pack entity, have our work cut out for
us in order to gain recognition as a viable part of the overall ‘packer’ spectrum. NAPgA is the only
means to get that done, and those that are a part of the current BOD are working daily to make that
happen.
Please join with us NOW and help us to encourage and develop packgoating nationwide. Dues may be
paid with PayPal or with a check to:
Membership Classes:
Bronze,
$20
Silver,
$50
Gold,
$100
Youth,
$10

By becoming a member, you help NAPgA work to keep the wilderness open to Packgoats
NAPgA Mail Application

Date: ____________________________________________ Date Received: ____________________________________________
Member Name(s): ____________________________________________________________________________________________
Address: ________________________________________________________________________________________________________
City: __________________________________ State: ______ ZIP: _____________________________
Phone: ________________________ Fax: __________________________ eMail: _________________________________________
Brief Description of Packgoat Experience and/or Interest:
____________________________________________________________________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________________________________________________________________
Contact: napga.org@gmail.com

Website: http://www.napga.org
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WORKING GOAT DIRECTORY

For only $10 per year, (That’s $2.50 an issue), advertise your name, address, and goat related items that
you offer, such as equipment, pack or breeding animals, stud service, outfitting services, artwork, ANYTHING relating to working goats. Even if you don’t have anything to sell, this is a great way to just let
other working goat enthusiasts know that you are out there. There is a 15 word limit (address and phone
count as one word). Underline key words and they will be highlighted. Listings will be organized by state.
ARIZONA
PURPLE MOUNTAIN PACKGOATS
Family Adventures. Day Hikes, Cookouts, Campouts
120 S. Houghton Rd. #138, Box 222
Tucson, AZ 85748, 520-403-4056
AZ Packgoat@aol.com
GRANDMA’S PACKGOATS
Kids for Sale - CAE Free or Return
Box 308, Aguila, AZ 85320, 928-685-2476
powell@tabletotelephone.com
CALIFORNIA
BUTT-HEAD PACKGOATS & EQUIPMENT
Packgoats bred for packing:
Toggenburgs, Oberhasli, Alpine mix
CAE Prevention Program
Best quality goatpacking equipment
PO Box 333
Rough and Ready, CA 95975
530-432-0946
bhpackgoats@hotmail.com
www.ButtHeadPackGoats.com
SHUTEYE PACKGOATS
Rodney York
Packgoats for sale-CAE Free or replace
33721 Bonnie “B” Road
North Fork, CA 93643
559-877-2701
Nfspanky@gmail.com
IDAHO
NORTHWEST PACKGOATS & SUPPLIES
Saddles. Packs & Pads Saddle kits & Economy 4-H kits
147 Wilson Rd.
Weippe, ID 83553
1-888-PACKGOAT
www.northwestpackgoats.com
OREGON
Eagle Creek Packgoats and Publishers
Kids & Trained Yearlings
Books for goatpackers and goat owners
CAE prevention program
PO Box 755
Estacada, OR 97023
971-230-4338
ecpg@peoplepc.com
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GOAT TRACKS:
Journal of the Working Goat
13 Norwood Place
Boise, ID 83716-3283
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